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FOREWORD 
by Michael Hill 

The University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) is one of.the ~ewer 
universities (it began life as a university in 1988 after a prev1ous hfe as 
.. NSW Institute of Technology). It is an urban university located 
.nthin the Sydney city area. Its notable landmark is the Tower Building; a 

storey homage in concrete and glass to the Br~tal M~d~rn1~t 
" style. This building has been called the ughest bu1ld1ng 1n 

and also the most attractive, the latter by advocates of Brutal 
Jlt!otf,..r•ni!llln Whilst working at UTS over the past few years I have 
contributed cartoons about academic life, education and aspects of UTS 
to various University publications. This exhibition represents a collection 
efthese. 

I find this collection of cartoons interesting for a number of 

it involves the transition, on the part of an academic, from the 
cn•lysis and study of graphic humour to the actual production of 
eartoons; 
seeondly, as these publications had an external community and media 
......... .~ .... ,. the cartoons were subject to in·house editorial control and the 
policie;; of the university's marketing and communicatio~ uni~. This 
..Ulted in an ongoing struggle between the needs of the un1vers1ty and 
the unrestrained enthusiasm and expression of the cartoonist; 

the element of design as a methodology in the creation of the 
was utilised bringing into play the flow and monitor!ng of 

and communication from client to audience as opposed to the 
artistic expression of the cartoonist; 
the resultant strategy of creative mythology adopted by the 

.,..,.,.ni•n that represents a resolution of all of the restrictions whilst 
...,. ....... +;,.,. to retain a humorous edge to the work. 
*". The opinions expressed in the commentary accompanying the List 

of' ·Contents do not necessarily reflect those of the Faculty, the 
.;University or the editorial boards of the UTS publications in ~hich the 
c:artoons first appeared. My cartoonist comments are cand1d and a 
Nflection of the creative process and frustrations involved in the 
· and publication of the cartoons. 

Please enjoy! 

~ 
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CATALOGUE I LIST OF WORKS 

1. Tales from the tower: King Kong, U: magazine, March 2004 

Accompanying text: 
UTS has announced. that director Peter (Lord of the Rings) 
Jackson will shoot the climactic scene of his remake of King Kong 
on the UTS Tower Building. 

I wanted an example of brutal modernist architecture rising 
from the city scope, Jackson said. 

UTS Humanities 'old boy' Hugh Jackman will star in the film. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
I heard some people talking about this rumour at a party but it turned 
out being a long way from Jackson's adoption of the original 1920s New 
York art deco model. The amazing thing was that a news agency in Sydney 
picked up on the text of my cartoon and ron a news item on it as if it 
were true. I still think the big gorilla would look good up there on the 
UTS Tower Building. This was my first cartoon for U: magazine and after 
talking with the editor we decided to do a series of cartoons based 
around the building as for many people it represented the identifiable 
faceofUTS. 



'":, 

........... 

2. Tales from the tower: Intelligent building, U: magazine, April 2004 

Sid: It's such a thick symbol for an educational institution. 

Bob: No it's actually quite an intelligent building-more PhD's per 
cubic metre than any other building in the country. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This is a thinly disguised swipe at that other university up the road, 
Sydney University-they really dress like that (like my character Sid) up 
there whilst there are many academics at UTS that dress more like Bob. 

~>\..)r.i}t-if), \!i:Ct\Af.. i'!.i /$.+(. ~4;; Y._ 
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3. Tales from the tower: Rocket science comes to UTS, U: magazine, 
May 2004 

Accompanying text: 
As the UTS Tower Building lifted off its base on Broadway this 
morning for a short,lateral orbit around Ultimo, coordinator of the 
project Professor Bob Ute of the Faculty of Engineering said that 
it was all to do with levers, weight redistribution and a little bit of 
physics. His colleague in this cross-disciplinary experiment, Dr. 
Cynthia Wong of the Faculty of Science who prepared the special 
rocket fuel for the engines, added that the project had many 
doubters but appealed to her because of the challenge and because 
it had an air of science fiction fantasy about it 

Cartoonist's comment: 
Imagine launching the building into the air? Why not-those engineers at 
UTS are quite clever. I could see this being given to some PhD 
postgraduate students being supervised by a Professor as a collaborative 
research project with a funding application going in to the ARC. 
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4. Rejected: UTS Tower building in orbit over Ultimo, U: magazine, 
June2004 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This one was rejected. How far can you stretch a joke? My intention was 
to extend the previous cartoon to a series of three. This, the second of 
the three would show the Tower Building flying over the Fish market in 
Ultimo. The third and final one would show the building landing at a 
leaning angle on Broadway (a main thoroughfare into and out of the city). 
In response the editor simply offered me the opportunity to submit 
another cartoon or have a holiday that month! 

Speaking of editors I had four different ones in the space of three years 
whilst doing the cartoons. One disliked the idea of text within the 
cartoon but preferred a separate text box. Another hated this idea and 
insisted on all text being contained within the borders of the cartoon. 
One preferred landscape format for the cartoons, another the portrait 
format ... 
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5. Tales from the tower: Brutal modernism never looked so good, U: 
magazine, June 2004 

Accompanying text: 
Following the recent graduation ceremonies and associated 
merchandising of UTS souvenirs, the marketing Unit has announced 
the installation of a permanent Homewares shop in the foyer of the 
Tower Building featuring a range of official UTS products. These 
include 'Tower' themed and shaped lanterns, mobiles. rugs. room 
dividers, towels, T-shirts, heaters, pepper and salt shakers, salad 
servers, kitchen tidies and even a lunch box that opens with a large 
atrium-sized interior. The good news for staff members is that all 
items come with a hefty 15% discount. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
I had been to a conference at the University of Florida and they had an 
entire shop on campus that contained any number of merchandise items. 
UTS didn't have one so I came up with this id~«t. The Interesting thing 
was some staff who r~«td the cartoon actually went looking for the shop in 
the foyer and asked at Security for directions when they were 
unable to locate it. I cheekily thought that even my cartoons could be 
merchandised on T-shirts and coffee mugs. There is still no shop. 



6. Tales from the tower: UTS secret role in Greek soccer success, U: 
magazine, August 2004 

Accompanying text: 
Professor Stella Theodorakopoulnikalidis, School of Leisure, Sport 
and Tourism has revealed that the unusual training methods 
employed by our soccer team UTS Olympic lead to success in the 
late 1990s National Soceer League. Training involved the players 
running up the Tower Building's 27 levels of stairs, catching the lift 
down to ground level and then running back up again. This secret 
was passed on bY members of the local Greek sporting community 
to the successful EUAO 2004 Greek team. The sports media 
praised the number of kilometres the Greek team covered in a 
single match saying with those lefs and that fitness they could run 
aUdayl 

Cclrtoonist's comment: 
I love this story. The Tower Building has 27 storeys and some athletics 
do train there by running up the stairs. UTS did sponsor a soccer team 
but t made up the rest. I later met the former Socceroo coach Aale 
Rosie, an Australian legend, and some of the 1974 World Cup Socceroo 
squad and their description of Role's training methods was not unlike the 
one portrayed here. 
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7. Tales from the tower: Dressed for academic success, U: magazine, 
September 2004 

Accompanying text: 
Smart shopper Sally Green, 17, of Northbridge, has selected her 
course and subject outfit after visiting the UTS 100 Degrees 
Boutique on Broadway. The Uttle Miss Engineer jacket doesn't hide 
her double·dcgru denim skirt In Idol Mcmcagement, nor her sub· 
major footing in Surfing Tourism. 

I couldn't tWist those embroidered purple Ugg boots 
she said. Sc!lly capped off her academic ensemble with em elective 
beanie from Animation on Mars that comes with a remote learning 
module. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This was done for Student InfDrmation OtJy Gild the Gelection Df 
prefere~~ees for Ct1lJ1W8. I jun made the ftlShion items a visual metaphor 
for the subjects available. 

16 
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8. Tales from the tower: Design for the aged, U: magazine, October 
2004 

Accompanying text: 
Every spring those clever design students unveil their latest 
inventions. Pick of the crop this year is a neat piece of product 
design from Ben Hardy aimed at assisting the aged. Called myPrxJ it 
is a waterproof body suit that the wearer can retreat into and feel 
safe. Constructed from elasticised material called unobtainium, it 
assists the wearer to get out of bed, climb stairs and ride a 
bicycle. It is filled with soothing music and talkback rodio, a dry 
exfoliation unit and a protruding third leg that provides a handy 
seat when the wearer is tired or waiting for public transport. Also 
available in pink. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
Have you ever wanted to feel reolfy 80fe from the world? This one was 
very popular I think perhaps because it Is :10 plausible, except of course 
for that mythicol material of unobtainium. 

___ conslructed. 
... ____ from _____ ..... . 

-·--·-·-unobtalnlum --- .. 

.~---·-·--··-c-·--- ......... -· ......... . 
third leg ______________ _ 

handy seat -------· 



9. Toles from the tower: Blue deal, red tower, U: magazine, 
November 2004 

Accompanying text: 
In response to diminishing Federal funding for education UTS has 
entered into a sponsorship agreement with Virgin Bfue in return for 
income. Under the agreement, the top of the Tower Building will be 
turned into a heliport for Sir Richard Branson and be emblazoned 
with the word Virgin. And for the term of the three-year contract 
the Tower Building will be painted red. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
My origilltll id«J for the !1p011$Dr WCf8 Nokia 10 that each Gtud;Jnt enrolllng 
at UTS W(IU/d receive a fru mobile phone and the N for !Wkltl would be 
ploc«< Dn the building and $0 it would read NUTS (Nokia University of 
technology). This WCf8 a 10fer ideo but they didn't,_ my title(UTS 
MARRIES VIRIJIN) but changed It to the Blue Oeol, red towsrtJM. 

, . 
..... _._..;,.--·· • .::.::.~.:..:.::;.."!-· 
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10. Tall Tales: It's a wrap, U: magazine, March 2005 

Accompanying text: 
This year UTS will mark Easter with several novel activities. There 
will be the inaugural Vice-Chancellor's Egghead Hunt in which staff 
and students will be invited to comb the campus in search of 
academic shaped chocolates. Microsoft will launch their new X-box 
shoot 'em up Pho.ntasy Sunny in the foyer of the Tower Building, 
but the piece de resistance will be the staging of the 41h Pacific 
Rim Art Triennial where Mexican installation artist Francisco 
Ramos will wrap the Tower Building in synthetic chocolate 
membrane and foil packaging. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This was supposed to be the Easter cartoon. I thought it was about time 
ViS sp(m-sored an art event and so I came up with this event and of 
course there would be a Christo iMpired Mexican artist who would wrap 
the building in a membrane. Easter made me think of turning the entire 
thing into 1'.1 giant chocolate bar and wrapper. 
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11. Tall Tales: Jungle Gym, U: magazine, April 2005 

Cartoonist's comment: 
· Study can be tough, especially at postgraduate level where students rend 

to juggle a full-time job with evening studies. It's another visual 
metaphor for preparing for the rigours of study by getting in shape. 

., 
' 
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12. Tall Tales: The shelf~life of courses, U: magazine, May 2005 

Cartoonist's comment: 

This was the time I heard the Deputy Vice~Chancel/or say something like 
"Do you think it has a shelf fife of 4 or 5 years?* about a new course 
proposal you could see how business oriented the managers have become. 
I sometimes insert an alien in my cartoons and when I ask readers they 
invariably say "What Alien?" 

s··tf)P '1'~\l~~t"Jo r~ 
i')V"f!Jt.~"~·fi l-<l'1 

~kl-4 Gt~1t -&'\At~ . -
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12. Tall Tales: Staff v students football match, U: magazine, June 
2005 

Cartoonist's comment: 
For a corporate type university with no real green space campus to speak 
of there were plans to install a large open space somewhere at the back 
of the Tower Building. I imagined an overhead point~of~view of a 
soccer match taking place. 

I 

~I 
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13. Tall Tales: Cross-disciplinary research, U: magazine, August 
2005 

Cartoonist's comml!\nt: 
I have actwlly met most of these people-there are some small changes-but 
I thought it would be amusing to ask the staff to identify them. 

30 



14. Tall Tales: Cross-cultural costume play, U: magazine, 
September 2005 

Cartoonist's comment: 

This kind of activity and event does happen. Called CO$p/ay (short for 
costume play) students dress up as their favourite characters from 
Japanese animation programs. 

32 



15. Tall Tales: Corporate art road rage, U: magazine, October 2005 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This really happened. I was talking to some staff in the faculty who had 
had their open space office decorated with work from the univesity 
collection. They hod a window that looked out on a parkitw) station and 
would you believe, the art they received was photos of traffic! 

34 



16. Tall Tales: Education Minister's campus visit. U: magazine, 
November 2005 

Cartoonist's comment: 
The previous Education Minister Brendan Nelson was on his way to visit 
the UTS campus but when news of a demonstration awaited him he took a 
detour and never arrived. The students were not happy with the issue of 
voluntary unionism so they were going to share their egg and tomato 
sandwiches with the Minister. 

36 



17. Tall Tales: 2006 Year of the Dog-UTS enrolment, U: magazine, 
March 2006 

Cartoonist's comment: 
It's still tough to enrol when despite the promise of online facilities when 
technology breaks down the queues form and the paper piles grow and the 
administrative staff cop it. 

38 
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18. Tall Tales: Alice's Restaurant, U: magazine, April 2006 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This is actually an Indonesian style eatery in the university food hall. 
They will mix and match any match of dish for you. The restaurant is 

· called Alice's but we went EuroptltZn rather than Asian with the 
illustration. The cross-hatching star is Louise Graber. 

._) 

-/7'>·; 
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19. Tall Tales: Up in the lab, U: magazine, May 2006 

Cartoonist's comment: 

Introducing international students to AtJStralian culture in the classroom. 
There's an Alien In there somewhere ... 

42 
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21. Tall Tales: UTS to follow Bologna Agreement, U: magazine, June 
2006 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This is a Europ«zn Union idea that allows students to tMVe around Europe 
and change universities but still collect credit for the same degree. UTS 
decided to follow this arrangement and I thought a good test of this wos 
the comparable idea that Chinese noodles and Italian pasta could be 
interchangeable. 

_<,,,· •• - ~ OM-• .- .. ---· --s~t~~frllS1~ 
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22. Seditious Intent illustration for article on Free Speech, U: 
magazine, August 2006 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This was an illustrotion for an article on the new sedition laws rather than· 
a regular cart()()n. I am very pi«JSed with this one. 



23. [)ream Team UTS United where multiculturism meets 
interdepartmentalism, U: magazine, September 2006 
UTS welcomes its very own student soccer .team UTS UNITED that has 
been entered in the new Inter Varsity Sports Competition. The UTS team 
features 10 International students and 1 local See if you can match the 
faces with the names, faculties of study and countries of origin: 

Names 
Asamoa Asamoah 
Henrik Stigman Bjorkman 
Harriet Hammersmith 
Lee Dong Hwan 
Matthias Mcrtelseckenberger 
Ruud wn Robben 
Carlos Alwrez Alberto Ronaldmundo 
Ali Ahkbar Roy 
Glenys Smith 
ZheJiang Zhou 
197.11000 

Countries 
Australia China England Galacia Germany Ghana Holland 
Iceland India Korea Paraguay 

Facultfa 
Business 
·t>esign 
Education, 
Engineering 
Future Studies 
Humanities 
International Studies 
IT 
lAw 
Nursing 
Science 

Cartoonist's comment: 
An active etrtrxm retpliring the retJder to ltltltch Mmes, FtJculties and 
countries. '71te ~cropped out some of the t«Un member'$ and most 
of the text WMt missing. 

48 
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24. UTS Vice Chancellor's Xmas card, December 2004 

Cartoonist's comment: 
I did two for this and I prefer the other one of the building relaxing on a 
banono choir at the beach, reading a book with feet in the water but 

this is the one they chose. By relocating the building to the seaside I at 
leost got some of my other ideo into it . 

so 



25. Adelaide Whye-the Researcher's Life Part 1: What is the problem? 
Faculty website. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This formed part of a strategy to communicate with practice-based 
design academics and get them interested in traditional scholarly 
research methods. The origifl(l/ plan was for a series of 8 but after 3 the 
individual in charge of research was replaced and the new man didn't 
proceed with this idea. I came up with a character as I thought that 
would help the continuity of the series. Researchers are often labelled 
'why-askers' so that's where I got the name from . 

..... , .. ,_ ) ~--------
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26. Adelaide Whye-the Researcher's Life Part 2: Picking a subject, 
Faculty website. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
The viSUtJI metaphor of the garden seemed to relate to the notion of 
picking a research topic. 

S4 



27. Adelaide Whye-the Researcher's Life Part 3: A Walk in the Topical 
Forest, Faculty website. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
The vi$Ut1/ metaphor of the forest seemed to suggest the multitude of 
research methodologies and the worry about choosing the wrong one. 

.. _, .. :.'#. ' ·"'"""' , - . 

... . . 
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28. Cover illustration for Form/Work Number 6 October 2003: 
The theorists are attacking the building 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This job had to be done very fast within a couple of hours. It's an 
illustration for the cover design of an architectural journal that was 
actually at the printers and quite overdue for publication. I received a 
request for a fast solution. It was September 11 2003 and so I started 
off with the notion of 9/11 but used theory as the weapon 

58 
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29. Exhibition After Party, Faculty of Design, Architecture & Building 
magazine, 2002. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
I 4fJW this late into the night at a design grodutlte .xhibition party. We 
have o 8CUipture caurtyord at UTS and one of the works looks rather like 
a giant boH/e opener afld I saw this fashion student stumble up to it and 
attempt to open a bottle of /Hcks beer in a notch along the edge of the 
8Culpture. And it worked. The $tltlric comment come: from a couple of 
ViSUtJI Communication design students. Form follows function is a ciDSSic 
design theory. 

60 
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30. New Wave Learning, Faculty of Design, Architecture & Building 
magazine, 2003. 

Cartoonist's comment: 
This one come about following a stint of graduate attribute led 
curriculum design and consequent determination to attempt to bombard 
students with new areas of study to match these attributes. It got very 
complicated trying to fit all of the flew material into the curriculum and 
then there was always the worry over whether the students would 
actually take it all in and absorb it. 
Green was the NEW BLACK at the time so I chose that colour for the 
designer pill. 
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saturday's pubOOetlon. 

• Ads wll! also be placed on the 
applicable APN wabolte for the 
following tlme!r"""'"' when p!acad on 
WW'tN.saafcM$\Uff.com..au, until 
sold; when placad via SMS or 
coupon, tor 30 (ltllrtyi deys; for motor 
vahicles snd molor bikes ragalllless of 
adpl:a<:emenl""'thod, 
jar 7 {seve!~) deys. 

• On!irie ads are subject to the APN's 
online t<>mls ana cood!tions. n 1s the 
~stomOf's t$Sp00sibil!!y to request 
removal of online ads by c<mtactlr\g 
13Q(!3_76 280 or 
support@sooreh4stuff.(:om.au. 

• .T!lB publisher """"""" the right !o 
O:ecline any advertisement that is in 
breoch of the applicable terms and 
condilions or is not' in the spirit of ttif.s 
ofter, ami to alter, am<md or delete this 
off ... without furthet notice' 

If's quiel: ood ea$)11 ll}' ~. 

!.ogoooowwwl 


